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New decade, new president

Gaza protest
results in deaths

A total of 21 people (twelve Palestinians, nine Egyptians) were killed at an
anti-Egypt rally in southern Gaza on
Wednesday. Demonstrators rushed the
Gaza-Egypt border fence and threw stones
at Egyptian soldiers, who retaliated with
gunfire. Egyptian forces also resorted to
using tear gas against demonstrators,
who were waving Hamas and Turkish
flags. The rally was organized by Hamas
to protest refusal by Egyptian authorities
to allow foreign aid into the Gaza strip.
Protestors also complained about the new
underground border fence constructed by
Egyptian authorities to prevent smuggling
tunnels used to provide aid and weapons
to Gaza. The incident was eventually controlled, with many wounded being taken
to area hospitals.

Colorado governor
no longer seeking
re-election
Governor Bill Ritter of Colorado announced Wednesday morning that he
would no longer be seeking re-election
to that office. The Democrat noted that
conflicts between family life and politics
prompted his decision. Democratic lawmakers in Colorado have responded in
various ways; some, critical of the governor’s handling of labor issues are pleased
by the news, while others, like House
Speaker Terrance Carroll, have expressed
disappointment at the news. The subject
of Ritter’s replacement for the Democratic candidate in the 2010 gubernatorial elections is now up in the air, since
no candidates have stepped forward at
this time.

Macaroni... and
chocolate?
Kraft Foods, well known to most Americans as “We spell cheese K-R-A-F-T,”
has launched a $17 billion takeover bid
for Cadbury, a U.K. confectionery. The
bid cleared European Union regulators
after Kraft agreed to sell off some smaller
subsidiaries of Cadbury. If successful, the
bid will add Cadbury’s 30% U.K. market
share to Kraft’s current 4%, making the
deal quite valuable to Kraft. Kraft’s European brands include Milka, Cote d’Or,
Marabou, Toblerone, Freia, Terry’s and
Daim. Cadbury’s include Crunchie, Cadbury Dairy Milk and Trident chewing
gum. A decision will come from Cadbury’s shareholders in February.

Tim Ekl / Rose Thorn

Alex Mullans
Sports Editor

A

s news arose that Matt
Branam had been chosen as the new permanent president of RoseHulman, the Rose Thorn had
an opportunity to sit down
with the president and get his
thoughts on Rose: from how
everything’s changed to how
he might like to see us change
in the future.
Rose Thorn: “Where
would you like to see
Rose in the next five to
ten years?”
Matt Branam: “Well, that’s
a good question. You aren’t
the first person to ask that
question, and you won’t be
the last. I don’t have a formulated vision for Rose-Hulman
that is different from the vision that I found here when I
came; we have a vision of ourselves being the best. We’ve
been doing what we do at
Rose-Hulman for a long time.
It’s very good that we now see
clearly what differentiates us
from other colleges that do
what we do. That differentiator is that we focus on teach-

ing. At most colleges, there is
a focus on research, because
outside entities pay for the
research. So, outside entities
are paying your professors
to do research for them, and
they’re teaching you as a secondary job, and they hire assistants to help them in that
secondary job. The most you
can hope for is that they use
you to help
them
do
their primary job, and
you get a little glimpse
of research:
that’s very
different
from what
we do here.
That difference has implications:
professors
come here to teach. It’s what
they do for a living. It’s their
primary, their secondary,
and their tertiary job. They
don’t hire assistants to teach.
They teach. What that means
is that there’s not an outside
entity paying them to do their
primary job. That means you
have to pay [the professors]
to teach you.

“

We have to get support
from the larger community
to help pay for them to teach
you. What you and your parents and the other families
pay in tuition amounts to
about 50 % of our budget, and
that’s huge, compared to other colleges. So when we say
that we teach, and we don’t
do research, it has implications. That’s
the vision of
Rose-Hulman. The vision of RoseH u l m a n
right
now,
that
was
here when I
came, is that
we would be
about
the
size we are
now,
but
that we will
get ever better at what we
do. What I’m seeing is that
an important piece of getting better at what we do has
students like you doing more
and more learning engineering by doing engineering, or
math, or science so that you
get more and more experience actually doing [engineering]. I graduated from

Professors come
here to teach...
it’s what they do
for a living.

”

-Dr. Branam

here 30 years ago; back then,
we learned from guys writing
on a blackboard. The sophisticated guys had what they
called glassines: clear pieces
of plastic that they wrote on
with a grease pen, using an
overhead projector to shine
it on a wall. So the way I
learned is different from the
way you’re learning. Thirty
years from now, how’s that
generation going to be learning? We have to figure that
out, and we have to position
ourselves so we’re the first
college to get to whatever
that is.”
RT: “What’s changed
about Rose-Hulman now
that you’re back?”
MB: “There are women
on campus, and I can’t tell
you how much that changes
the equation. Not only do we
have bright young women,
but we have brighter young
men who are bright enough
to not go to a campus that
doesn’t have women. I also
think that most of the guys
on campus take a little better
care of themselves.
Continued on page 3...
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Rose-doku

By Andrew Klusman

Instructions:
Solve the puzzle by filling in the blanks but be careful not to
repeat the numbers (1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9) vertically, horizontally, or within the bold 3x3 sub-grid lines.
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By Andrew Klusman

Instructions:
Solve the puzzle by deciphering the following quote and figure
out from which movie the quote is. Each letter represents a
different letter in the alphabet.
Hint (Solution = Crypto):
A=C B=S C=Y

JPM ZNRU, SMZ... ZNWLW’U C YNRAWUW
_ _ _ _ _ _ _, _ _ _... _ _ _ _ _’_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

7

ECBRHJ RA PML SCZNLPPB.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.

5
7

1
9

Movie Quote of the Week

OCLHRAF... R OPA’Z GAPI NPI ZP ZWHH
_ _ _ _ _ _ _... _ _ _ _’_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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Find the answers to all Rose Thorn puzzles at:
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Classifieds
Writers wanted

Roommates wanted

Writers wanted for student-run newspaper.
Easy hours, wide-range of topics to be covered.
No pay, but we do give staff free pizza weekly.
Inquire at thorn@rose-hulman.edu

Now renting fall studios, 1-10 bedroom units and houses
on or near South 6th Street. Check us out at sharpflats.
com or you may also contact us at sharpflats@gmail.com
or at (812) 877-1146.

Now Leasing

House for rent

Roommates wanted

3 bedroom, 4 bedroom, houses, spacious
MUST SEE!
812-232-6977

5 bedroom house for rent. 20 minutes from Rose campus. On South Cullen Place. Asking $1,000/month but
am flexible depending on terms we determine. Rent
terms and durations are flexible. (618) 445-1640.

Roommates wanted to share nice 4 bedroom house. Quiet
neighborhood 4.5 miles southwest of campus, off Hulman
Street. $350 per person and utilities. Call today (812)
591-3812.

Apartments for rent
Now renting for 3rd quarter, summer, and next fall, efficiencies, studios, and one bedroom units at Sharp Flats
East, a student community located one light east of
RHIT (0.5 miles). Our efficiencies and studios include
all utilities. We have furnished and unfurnished units,
free WiFi, great maintenance, pet friendly, and delicious
Rollie’s Pizza on our grounds.
Check us out at sharpflats.com, or contact us for a tour at
sharpflats@gmail.com or (812) 877-1146.
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Branam, from page 1
MB: Now, that might be because there are women around, I
don’t know, but I can tell you that
thirty years ago, you didn’t want
to be sitting close to a guy who
was sitting too close to the radiator if he hadn’t been washing his
clothes very often. The campus
had a little more of locker room
texture to it than it does today.
“There’s a lot more infrastructure on campus, and the campus
has much more of a family setting
than it did then. The professors
here are much more interested
in getting you through your four
years at RH than they were when
I was here. When I was here 30
years ago, it was a very good engineering school, but it wasn’t the
best, and it wasn’t great, but we
were trying to get to be that way.
I don’t remember now the numbers but from when I was here, a
significantly higher percentage of
students who start at Rose-Hulman [now] finish at Rose-Hulman. My best friend on campus
washed out of Rose after the second term of his junior year. That
still happens some today, but the
professors weren’t trying to keep
that from happening then, and
today they are. Today we have
Sophomore Advisors, we have a

lot more people available to help.
There’s a lot more co-curricular
activities on campus.
“The co-curricular facilities—
the SRC, the football field, the
track—these things are not even
comparable to the facilities that
we had. Rose-Hulman has really
blossomed since I was on campus as a great place to hang out; a
great place to go to school. It used
to be a good place to be trained
in engineering, and you kind of
tolerated the other stuff. Now it
seems that we actually attract
people for the other stuff too.”
RT: “If you were to pick a
favorite thing to do or place
to go in Terre Haute, what
would it be?”
MB: “It would be to eat biscuits
and gravy at Clabber Girl, hands
down. I haven’t had the opportunity to revisit some of the really
cool areas around Terre Haute
that I used to go to. There are
some surprisingly good hiking
[trails] in the [Terre Haute] area
as well. There are caves and some
wonderful geological formations
within twenty miles of where
we’re sitting that I used to haunt
as a young guy; it was really fun.”

Break on the beach

Tim Ekl
Photo Editor
While most Rose-Hulman
students were getting used to
the cold weather over winter
break, one was instead enjoying
herself on a warm beach in the
Middle East.
Chandni
Jagannathan,
a
freshman chemical engineering
major, traveled to Jordan and
Israel to visit family and friends
over this past break. The weather there? 60 degrees and sunny.
“I got to go parasailing, jetskiing, canoeing, and tubing. I got
to hang around on the beach
as well,” Jagannathan said. “I
think tubing is my favorite –
you’re hanging on for dear life
while your body is flying in the
air.”
Jagannathan, who spent her
junior and senior years of high
school in Jordan, enjoyed being able to see her family after
a longer-than-usual separation.
“It was the vacation I needed,
especially getting to see my family after such a long time,” Jagannathan said.
Despite the close call on
Northwest Airlines’ Flight 253

Chandi Jagannathan/Rose-Hulman

Christmas Day, Jagannathan
said she had minimal trouble
getting through security, although her trip did take two
days each way.
And despite having flown half-

way around the world, Jagannathan saw some familiar faces
coming back: a Rose-Hulman
professor happened to share a
connecting flight from Chicago
to Indianapolis with her.

Tim Ekl

sion within a month,” Pete Mobley, Director of Maintenance
Services, said. “Until the outside
temperatures get above 50 or 60
degrees, there’s really no need.”
In the meantime, however,
workers are taking steps to ensure similar problems don’t arise.
“We made a change to the controls so that whenever outside air
temperature gets below a certain
point, we circulate water through
the coil as a preventative measure,” Mobley said. “There’s also
what’s called a freezetat, which is
a temperature switch that when
the outside air temperature gets
below a certain level it shuts off
the unit.”
While only one chiller failed so
dramatically, another chiller on
the second floor had a similar issue in its tubing. The valve to that
chiller has been shut in order to
avoid an issue before repairs can
be made, according to Mobley.

Broken pipe makes it pour
in Percopo
Photo Editor

Hannah Chapin-Eppert/Rose-Hulman

Two members of the Facilities staff observe a broken chiller pipe on the first floor of Percopo on Monday.
Water in the chiller pipe froze over the break, cracking the pipe and causing the subsequent leak when the
ice melted and water began to flow again.

Moscow Festival Ballet visits
Rose-Hulman
Melissa Schwenk
Living Editor
For two nights this past week, the
public was able to enjoy the ballet
stylings of the Moscow
Festival Ballet. Presenting “The Sleeping Beauty”
and “Coppélia,” the company entertained both
students and visitors from
the Terre Haute community. The ballet company
stopped in Terre Haute
for two nights between
shows at larger venues.
Bunny Nash, Hatfield
Hall Manager, works with
a booking agency that
specializes in large touring companies every year
to bring this type of show
to the students. Because
Hatfield Hall is classified as a small
venue, she negotiates dates with
the company as they travel from
city to city. This year, the first two
days after break were the only dates
available for the company. While
she would have rather had the performances later in the week, Mrs.
Nash states, “It was either pick
those dates or not present the bal-

let at all.”
With fifty dancers in the corps
and five crew members, the Moscow Festival Ballet has toured both
Europe and the United States. They

“

While most students may not
have much experience with ballet,
most found the performances enjoyable. Those seeking a classical
ballet experience could enjoy “The
Sleeping Beauty;” those
seeking a good laugh found
that in “Coppélia.” Will
Mruzek, a freshman Computer Sceince major who
went to the ballet more interested in the music than
the dancing, said, “My favorite part of ‘The Sleeping
Beauty’ was seeing the marvelous dance talent mesh
with Pyotr Tchaikovsky’s
music.” Indeed, the skilled
dancers wowed the crowd,
inspiring a standing ovation at the end.
If students missed the
performances, they will
most likely have another chance
next year. Nash does a good job
bringing a variety of acts to the Hatfield stage and the ballets in the past
have always been well received. As
Danielle Schumacher, a sophomore
mechancial enginering student, put
it, “It was nice to see something different brought to Rose than just comedians or musicians.”

It was nice to see something
different brought to Rose
than just comedians or
musicians.
--Sophomore mechanical
engineering major Danielle
Schumacher

”

tour with full sets and costumes for
the five shows in their repertoire,
filling the backstage of smaller
venues such as Hatfield Hall to
the brim. While the dancers speak
only Russian, their tour manager is
an American who speaks Russian,
making communication between
the crew at Hatfield Hall and the
dancers possible.

3

Students living in Percopo received an unexpected welcome on
campus Monday when an equipment failure brought a steady
waterfall into the end of the firstfloor hallway.
The troublesome piece was a
copper pipe in one of the nine air
chillers that bring conditioned
outside air into the building. The
water in the pipe froze, cracking
the pipe and causing a leak when
the water melted.
Despite the large amount of
water spilled into the building,
Facilities isn’t rushing to repair the problem: the air chillers
aren’t used in winter, making immediate repairs unnecessary.
“Since there’s no need for it
right now, there’s no rush. We’ll
probably have pricing [for parts]
here in a week and make a deci-

Falling ice creates a
hazard on campus
Tim Ekl
Photo Editor
Jake Campbell, manager of
environmental health and safety,
warned Rose-Hulman students
to use caution around the smokestack behind Moench Hall due to
falling chunks of ice. A contractor
visited Rose-Hulman Thursday
to assess the problem, and found

that an internal inspection of the
smokestack was needed. However, the inspection requires the
boilers be turned off for three
days, and cannot be done until the
spring. Until then, Campbell recommends students use caution in
that area and avoid it whenever
possible. The ice accumulation is
likely due to a stack liner failure
in the smokestack.

Want to fill this space?
Write for us!
thorn-news@rose-hulman.edu
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“Avatar” surpasses expectations

Ben Collins

Surprisingly, I don’t think I was
the only one with apprehensions
about the movie as the opening
night was very bare, the theater
not even ﬁlled for the showing.
The previews played, the “put
your 3-D goggles on” message
ﬂashed, and only one thing went
ﬂashing through my mind: “turn
your brain off, enjoy the visuals,
try to be entertained.” I don’t
think I needed to tell myself the
last two points.
Getting the negative points out
of the way, I would think it’s fair
to say “Avatar” had its greatest
weakness in the spoken script.
Character dialogue and repartee was always tedious to listen
to, forcing me to cringe every
time Sigourney Weaver, James

A far less obnoxious weakness would probably be the story
overall; while it was entertaining,
this is not breaking new ground
Even with the recent surge of 3and I don’t think it claims to be.
D movies over this last year (“FiThis is an almost clichéd story
nal Destination,” “Monsters vs.
to go along with a very clichéAliens,” etc.), I still ﬁrmly believe
ridden genre that James Camthat the notion of producing 3-D
eron revolutionized with films
movies is gimmicky and degrad“The Abyss,” “Terminator,” and
ing for the cinema.
“Alien.” I honestly can’t be too
Admittedly, IMAX specials
mad at the plot; it’s a tried-andwith deep sea scenes of ﬁsh ﬂoattrue formula that works 99.9%
ing around in the water is a pretof the time, provided you don’t
ty cool concept, especially to the
take yourself too seriously.
elementary school kids who are
The real area where “Avatar”
brought to see such spectacles.
shines above all other movies
However, when you mix high
prior to it, whether it be live acbudget ﬁlms and the gimmick
tion or animated, is the quality of
of 3-D, I can only wonder what
visuals presented and the seamkind of calamity is about to take
less use of 3-D. When watching
place. “Final Destinathe screen, you retion,” which was a bad
alize it wasn’t some
movie, had pop-out
simple gimmick to
3-D visuals that were
let bullets ﬂy at you
mildly
entertaining,
from the screen but
and in a way it made
rather to give you
the movie experience
a sense of depth of
slightly better.
the world of PanHowever, now we’re
dora. With the 3-D
moving into a whole
glasses, there is an
new league of ﬁlm with
actual sense of scale
“Avatar.” Not only is
and distance when
characters go ﬂying
this another James
over a jungle and
Cameron ﬁlm, this is
the ﬁlm he has wanted
http://www.collider.com through mountains,
that doesn’t just
to make since his adoEpic aerial battles versus the resource-hungry space marines
make it more excitlescent years; this is his
and the native Na’vi are unbelievably layered with action.
ing but more real.
child, to put it bluntly,
It’s literally thousands of characters clashing on screen.
When the charand it was his intent to
acters are walking
create the movie to be
experienced in 3-D.
Cameron’s star from the “Alien” through the jungle high in the
On the opening night of “Ava- series, spoke another line as her trees, on the military base, and
tar,” I had been hesitant to go character Dr. Grace Augustine. even in the more conﬁned rooms
for weeks; but as the night ap- The dialogue during the human of the movie, there is a realizaproached, I was ﬁnally geared interaction scenes was truly sub- tion that what you’re looking
to see another James Cameron par and, from the get-go, I really at isn’t some two dimensional
screen with 3-D effects but, quite
epic, regardless of the gimmick. had to try to let it go.
Entertainment
Editor

Lightning strikes twice
for the Academy
Eli Baca

http://www.awn.com

Jake Sully (Sam Worthington) and Neytiri (Zoe Saldana) share an intimate moment in which Jake learns the ways of the Na’vi. Again, not the
most original idea, but darn if it isn’t entertaining.
literally, a box where you’re standing on one side looking in. That
achievement aside, the visuals are
all vibrant and engrossing, forcing
you to keep your eyes open so you
don’t miss a thing.
The digital characters (the Na’vi,
the various mechs, the Pandoran
life) were all uniquely fantastic, an
easy feat considering the creative
effort put into this project. Some
of the wildlife I did have to question, though, since each one sported a greater number of legs than
the other, but the cast of creatures
was still very visually appealing.
A major compliment I have goes
to the facial expressions displayed
by all the digital models, Na’vi being the primary example; considering the amount of technology
development that went into this
movie, this more intimate use of
the physical actor’s facial expressions in the ﬁnal product makes
the digital character more real,
and if not that, more believable
than the standard actor wearing
make-up.
In a few words, I’d describe
”Avatar” as entertaining and innovative. I had a lot of fun watching the movie, enjoyed the 3-D

aspects, sat through the long and
lackluster story, and I left the theater that opening night saying, “I
was deﬁnitely entertained and not
disappointed,” without any form
of sarcasm.
The reason this was an innovation is that it has ﬁrmly set the bar
for all digital movies, 3-D movies,
and science ﬁction movies in one
go, and it brings forth technology
developed by Cameron’s staff to
make it possible. This movie even
begins to set standards outside the
medium of ﬁlm; you can walk out
of a ﬁlm saying you can’t wait to
see how they make it into a video
game but this one almost makes
you wonder how video games can
use that technology to make a
better experience (that is a direct
shot at Bethesda and Bioware.
If you aren’t sure what I mean,
play “Oblivion” and compare it to
“Avatar”). “Avatar” as a year-end
movie really sets the stage for the
coming decade, and I for one am
excited at the new possibilities
Cameron has opened for us all.
Reviewer rating: 4.5 elephants

Best of the Decade

Voting Monday and Tuesday!

Staff Writer
Following the major success of
“Umbrella Academy: Apocalypse
Suite,” Gerard Way of My Chemical Romance teamed up again
with Eisner award-winning artist Gabriel Ba to deliver a brand
new and oh-so-sugary round of
violence. “Umbrella Academy:
Dallas” tracks this family of superheroes as they try to stop the
assassination of the president of
the United States, while getting
attacked by giant stuffed animals.
As many critics are aware,
sequels aren’t usually as good
as the original, but Way and Ba
managed to create a new plot
that had major twists and carnage, and then some ice cream.
Way took the ideas behind the
ﬁrst book and expanded on them
while still delivering those comical spots that made Apocalypse
Suite great. We get to see into
the life of the mysterious Number Five, and there’s even some
brother/sister love angst, yikes!
The writing in the novel is amazing, rarely giving ﬁller or sappy
lines—each little detail makes
the story stand out even further
as a classic comic—and the twists
of the plot are absolutely insane,
but in a good way.
Ba continues to bring the characters to life, and his style ﬂows
perfectly with the story. The effects of the art bring out the writing even more, and the many ex-

Come down to the Commons
and submit your votes for:
Best Album, Best Song, Best Movie,
Best Game, Best/Worst Person

http://www.darkhorsecomics.com

pressions of the characters give
realistic quality to the comic that
most today are lacking. The colors are smashing and explosive,
and the gory killing scenes are all
the more violent—the “Umbrella
Academy: Dallas” practically
shines by itself—there really is no
stopping this creative team.
“Dallas” is superb follow-up to
the “Suite,” and fans of this new
series are sure to be blown away—
hopefully not literally though.
Dallas is in stores now, and following the completion of MCR’s
new album, a third installment of
the Academy should be released.
Reviewer rating: 4.0 elephants

Concert
Updates
Owl City
Egyptian Room, 1/24
Sold out
Breaking Benjamin/
Three Days Grace
Roberts Stadium, 1/29
&
Allen County War
Memorial Coliseum,
1/30

Music:

Games:

Kanye West
VH1 Storytellers

Bayonetta
(Xbox 360, PS3)

Flying Lotus
DJ Kicks

Darksiders
(Xbox 360, PS3)

Ke$ha
Animal

Matt Hazard: Blood,
Bath, and Beyod
(PSN, XBL)

Living
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Let’s go to: The Swope Art Museum
Melissa Schwenk

voluntary donation, although $5
for adults and $3 for students
and children is suggested.
It amazes me how many stuThe Swope gallery isn’t just a
dents have not had any adven- small local museum with only a
tures in Terre Haute. As much few local artists. Founding dias many students believe it, rector John Rogers Cox bought
there isn’t a gaping void between new works by contemporary artRose-Hulman’s campus and Buf- ists in order to make the most
falo Wild Wings. Having had the of his limited resources. In
luck of staying in Terre Haute a shrewd move similar to the
over the summer with my older Chicago Art Museum’s acquisibrother, I had
tion of then
the
opportuunderapprenity to explore
The museum has ciated but
the city. One
now famous
of the hidden
been on the cutting impressionjewels I have
ist art, The
found during
edge of art, with piec- Swope Mumy adventures
seum
has
is the Swope
es by Edward Hop- been on the
Art Museum.
cutting edge
Opened
in
per, Ansel Adams, of art, pur1942, the muchasing piecseum was crees by such
and Andy Warhol.
ated
through
recognizable
the generosity
names as Edof Sheldon Swope by a provision ward Hopper, Ansel Adams, and
in his will. A Terre Haute jew- Andy Warhol. In addition to
eler, Swope wanted to create a these internationally acclaimed
free gallery in his adopted home- masters, the museum also has
town. Serving the traditionally extensive holdings of local artunderserved in the community, ists who have gone on to achieve
the museum has programs for their own national fame.
the community schools, as well
While the building is nowhere
as summer youth classes. To near as grand as larger musemake the gallery accessible to ums, it has all the appeal found
everyone, admission is based on in those museums in the big city.
Living Editor

“

”

Courtesy of Brian Lee Whisenhunt/Swope Art Museum

Cyndee Jenkins, a Swope docent, gives a tour to one of the groups of fifth graders who come to the museum
each spring.
Its parque flooring and gold walls
on the first floor are reminicient
of the Uffizzi in Florence. With
themed rooms ranging from the
American West to Modern Graffiti, there is something for almost every taste. Engineers will
be fascinated by the art created
with iron oxide (at least I was)
and awed by the infinite cube

On-site interview
Elliot Simon

As the date approaches, go arrive, follow the plan, whether
through whatever warm-ups you that includes an employee picking
typically have for interviews, as you up or acquiring a rental car
So let’s say the Career Fair has well as any extra skill evaluations and driving yourself for the trip.
come and gone, you interviewed the company may have planned. Remember to be courteous to any
with a bored representative in the These “evaluations” can range employees you meet, as they will
SRC and got the ever-exciting of- from a simple written test tak- surely be asked their opinions of
fer to go visit the company and ing an hour
you. This is an
interview again. Here is an over- or two to a
easy way to get
view of how to prepare for the in- six hour Q&A
extra brownie
terview and what to expect once with the comIf something goes points.
you are there.
pany’s resiOver
the
The first thing to consider is dent genius,
wrong that is beyond next couple of
when to visit. The company will so make sure
days, you will
invite you to pick a date, and you you
know
your control contact likely see dozshould use this opportunity to what’s comens of people;
avoid important dates, like proj- ing before you
the company as soon they will all
ect due dates and tests. Notify go, so that you
have
quesyour teachers of what you are are not caught
tions for you,
as possible.
intending to do, ask their opin- c o m p l e t e l y
trying to asions on when would be best to off-guard.
certain if you
go, and do your best to accomNow is also a good time to will fit into the company environmodate them.
choose what you will be wear- ment or maybe their project team.
After you pick a date, the com- ing. Many companies have dress Answer questions with the intenpany should return to you with codes, some more formal than tion of fairly representing yourself
an agenda and travel plans. You others. Depending on the compa- rather than supplying them with
may be expected to make your ny, a suit may be appropriate, or the answer you think they’re lookown travel plans, so be sure to ar- jeans and a polo shirt. If you don’t ing for. When you’re not interrive with time enough to get to the know, make sure to ask the re- viewing, take time to look around,
company from
cruiter when admire the scenery, and check out
the airport or
setting
up the weather. If you accept a job
to drive if the
the visit what from this company, you’ll be staycompany
is
You can expect the company ing in the area for much longer,
close enough.
dress policy so make sure that you can stand
You can expect
Don’t to look outside your window, and
the company to pay is.
the company
forget small that you have something to do
to pay for all
for all your travel things, like a once you get off work every day.
your expenses,
toothbrush,
Once you wrap up your visit,
including travdeodorant, or you can expect to hear back
expenses.
el
expenses,
your belt.
from the company within a
food, and lodgWhen it’s week to a month, depending on
ing for the dutime to leave, company policy; if you’re lucky
ration of your stay. Once you’re show up early, don’t miss your enough to get a job offer, you
booked to visit, finish all the work flight, and follow whatever plan can expect to be given roughly
that will be due while you’re gone. you setup with the company be- a month, sometimes more, to
While there may be some time fore leaving. If something goes decide if you’re interested.
during which you can work while wrong that is beyond your conDon’t feel the need to take
you’re visiting, for the most part trol, for example you miss a con- the first good job offered, since
you can expect to be spending all necting flight due to weather de- it is possible there will be more.
your time at the company, con- lays, contact the company as soon Remember, you’re deciding
versing with employees, the hu- as you know when you will be where to spend at least a year of
man resources department, and back on track and what it will take your time after you graduate, so
team leaders.
to get you there. When you finally choose carefully.
Staff writer
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made of Plexiglas. For those of
you seeking a more traditional
art experience, the first floor is
filled with pieces reminiscent of
Picasso and Monet.
The Museum’s hours are 10
a.m. to 5 p.m. Tuesday through
Friday and noon to 5 p.m. on
Saturday.
The galleries are
closed on Sunday, Monday, and

holidays. Located at the corner
of Ohio and Seventh Streets,
The Swope Art Museum is well
worth the trip downtown. While
you’re there, you might just explore the rest of downtown and
meet someone new. Four years
is a long time to spend in a city
without exploring it, so go have
an adventure.

Brush up for the
Career Fair

Melissa Schwenk

and realize the food they dropped
on their suit during lunch at the
last career fair is still there. Try
In this job market, preparing on your suit now and make sure
for the Career Fair is crucial. It is it fits. This is especially impornot enough to look at a company tant if you have gained or lost
website and keep an updated ré- weight since the beginning of the
sumé. Recruiters are looking for year. If you don’t know how to
students with knowledge of where iron, find someone who can teach
they would fit in with the company. you. Ironing is a useful skill for
Preparing for the upcoming Career anyone, especially as you enter
Fair may not be as important as the work force. With a clean and
homework, but
ironed suit you
it sure is close.
will be sure to
If you prepared
No one wants to look your best
for the fall Caat the fair.
reer Fair, you
Lastly,
do
wake up the mornare ahead of
your company
the game, but
ing of the Career research. When
if you didn’t,
you look at each
don’t be disFair and realize the company, try to
couraged.
find a departHere are a few
food they dropped ment you would
tips to help
like to work
you brush up
on their suit during in. When the
for the Career
recruiter asks
Fair.
lunch at the last Ca- why you’re inFirst,
upterested in that
date your réreer Fair is still there. company, you’ll
sumé.
Add
have an answer
any activities
and probably
that are relevant. For example, one they’ll like. Even if you don’t
if you are a mechanical engineer end up in that department, it
and joined the Rose-Hulman Ef- shows that you actually do know
ficient Vehicles team during the something about the company
fall quarter, add that. This might and aren’t just trying to find any
help if you don’t have any real job. This will also help you elimiwork experience. However, put- nate any companies from your
ting Swing Club on your résumé list that you will hate working for.
isn’t as helpful if you don’t have While beggars certainly can’t be
a leadership position within the choosers, wasting your summer
club. Additionally, make sure (or worse, your life) in a job you
your GPA and contact informa- hate might be the biggest mistake
tion are up to date.
you make this year.
Next, make sure your CaTaking the time to brush up
reer Fair clothes are clean and for the Career Fair is important.
pressed. No one wants to wake It is only a few weeks away, so
up the morning of the Career Fair get cracking!
Living Editor
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Think you can write better than us?
You probably can.
Write an article and send it to
living@rose-hulman.edu
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Mark Minster
Pinnacle of bureaucracy SERiouSLy. 		

Andrew Klusman
Editor in Chief

not a good idea.
TSA relaxed those rules, luckily, and it seems the
over-the-top ideas are gone. But now there are a
handful of nations that must have higher levels of
enforcement, which include enhanced screening
and mandating threat-based and random screening for passengers on flights into the US. This also
could include pat-downs for passengers, physical
inspections of personal property, and screening by
advanced imaging machines. These machines typically use microwaves to take an image of the passenger. These scanners are highly criticized because
they reveal an essentially nude image of the passenger, creating intimate privacy concerns. In addition,
some newspapers in Britain are reporting concerns
over the imaging of under-18 year old passengers,
due to concerns regarding child pornography (because they are essentially nude photos of the passengers). Should these scanners be implemented?
The answer should be no, especially given the large
number of privacy concerns, the widespread dissention against it, and common sense. There are other
explosive-detection devices, most of which can do
the job that this machine would do (it might also let
us keep our shoes on!), and has none of the privacy
concerns the imaging has.
Instead of letting some silly, knee-jerk reactionary bureaucracy make the decisions, let’s let common sense prevail in our airport screening, and have
some respect for personal privacy. Oh, and could our
security personnel do their jobs? Three to four red
flags go up, and no one catches him? Disappointing.

On Christmas Day 2009, Umar Farouk Abdulmutallab allegedly tried to detonate the high explosive
Pentaerythritol tetranitrate (PETN) onboard Northwest Flight 253 flying from Amsterdam to Detroit,
Michigan. Abdulmutallab would have succeeded
in bringing down Northwest 253, if it were not for
a malfunctioning detonator and the passengers onboard who subdued and detained him.
Even though Abdulmutallab was placed on a list of
more than 500,000 people suspected of having terrorist ties, and had left no contact information with
the airline, and had paid $2,800 cash for his airline
tickets, and had no checked baggage with him, he
was still able to board the plane. As the plane was descending over Detroit, he tried to detonate the PETN
explosives, which were in the lining of his pants. The
large question facing the Transportation Security
Administration (TSA) and airport security all over
the world is: how was this man allowed to board?
Instead of adapting to gaping holes in airport
screenings, TSA has decided to go a different route.
Instead, our ever-wise, and seemingly ever-growing, federal bureaucracy, which is merged into the
US Department of Homeland Security, decided to
implement new rules for passengers, most of which
don’t respond to this type of attack, and frankly
make no sense, especially in light of Abdulmutallab’s
attempted terrorist act.
To begin with, the TSA reportedly issued an overthe-top knee-jerk response to the terrorist act. Airlines were to frisk their passengers on inbound international flights, confiscate pillows
and blankets, power down in-flight entertainment devices, and force them to remain seated during the last sixty minutes of their flight.
These rules have been eased since the week
of Christmas, but the idea that some bureaucrat thought it was a good idea to have those
rules in effect is shocking. First of all, why
must the passengers remain seated? No one
in this event charged the flight deck and no
one attacked the flight attendants, meaning
this guy didn’t even have to leave his row to
light the explosives. There is hardly any reason for passengers to be mandated to do this.
To confiscate pillows and blankets made a bit
more sense, because if someone does have explosives in their pants, they could conceal the
ignition, but seeing someone look around, act
suspicious, and start playing with things under his blanket isn’t exactly the most discreet
thing to do on a plane. Plus, plane seating
is narrow, and international and intercontinental flights are often filled with people, so
your neighbor will see suspicious activity. FiTransportation and Security Administration
nally, powering down in-flight entertainment
devices doesn’t make much sense. Why? I’m Looks like the industry is going to lose even more business
not sure. But taking entertainment away is
to amateur photographers.

Much as I like a good mom
joke, it’s not all that funny to
watch my own mother waste
away. I wisecrack, I’m jests and
jollity: it’s what I do. Your cellphone rings in class and I quip:
“tell your mom I’ll call her back.”
You retort: “I think I left my pants
in your mom’s room,” and I parry with “what you were doing in
seventy-something-year-old
woman’s bedroom is beyond
me” or “what
did you wear
when you left?”
But it’s hard
to sit at the
dining
room
table while the
woman
who
gave you life pops a pair of highdosage Oxycontin, hard to watch
her fall away from herself like in
that camera trick from Hitchcock’s Vertigo, getting smaller
and farther away. She can’t finish
sentences. She’s sky-high.
Because of complications from
diabetes and blood pressure and
weight, she had a knee replaced
a few months ago. In the rehab
center afterwards, there was a
machine,
she
said, that would
automatically
massage
and
exercise
the
knee. Exercise
without effort.
She loved it.
Now
she’s
on a schedule
of three physical therapy appointments
a
week, plus all
the exercise at home she wants
to do. She needs exercise or she’ll
waste the replacement knee and
maybe lose the whole leg to diabetes. But she skips two of the
three appointments, sometimes
more. It’s cold outside, she wakes
late, she hurts, she’s tired. There
are delays, justifications, excuses. There are pills. My sister
Laurel calls to offer a ride, and
my mom gets defensive. Daughters don’t tell their mothers what

“

to do. My sister Debbie calls to
ask how the exercise went, and
my mom gets mad. Ungrateful
daughters.
I call. “What exercises are they
having you do these days?”
“I don’t know.”
“You don’t know?”
“I can’t remember them all.”
“The PT people don’t write
things down?”
“I don’t want
to
interrupt
them. The dog
is playing with
her rabbit toy.
It’s funny.”
My
sisters
ask
bluntly,
and get shot
down. I’m more
circumspect,
under the radar, and get lost in
barbed-wire labyrinths of fear,
pain, misdirection, and self-pity.
Sometimes she out-and-out lies
and tells me exercises are going
well. How do you love and honor
someone who doesn’t love and
honor herself?
I’m at the dining room table,
and she’s in her wheelchair, high
on painkillers. She wants to go
to the kitchen to get the stashed
store-bought
cookies she’s
having for dessert at breakfast at 11:00
a.m. She overslept PT. She
could get her
walker or ask
me to get the
cookies for her,
but guilt and
her labyrinths
intervene. So
she unlocks the wheels and drags
herself to the kitchen, one heel at
a time, pulling the chair.
“I asked the doctor if this does
anything, and he said, ‘anything
you can do helps.’”
There’s a mom joke for you:
“Your mom thinks exercise is
heel-dragging herself to the
kitchen for cookies for breakfast.”
Get it? No, really, it’s a riot.
Destroys me every time.

How do you love
and honor someone who doesn’t
love and honor
herself?
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Your mom thinks
exercise is heeldragging herself
to the kitchen
for cookies for
breakfast.

”

Nuke the nuclear family: an argument for friendship
William Mruzak
Guest Writer
Why must the nuclear family exist? I can see how someone might refute the seemingly dumb question that need
not be asked—as if it’s already answered and self-apparent.
Understandable; most people see family as a fact of life. We
are usually born with two parents who are in the process
either starting or growing a family. We grow up in such a
setting and live on, never questioning. But, I insist on asking the question as if family alienated everything I know to
be true.
The question came to mind on Christmas Eve 2009.
The days previous I spent my time watching movies in my
room—mostly dramas such as “The Reader,” “American
Beauty” and “The Hours”. My goal was to fill up my time,
pass the break quickly. I imagine most others see breaks
and holidays as a time to relax with family. My friend Jessica always tells me about how she is intricately connected
with her family, always asking advice and sharing stories.
Other friends also share their heartwarming experiences.
Although I know family (or life for that matter) is not always a piece of cake, I can only imagine experiencing what
they have. To fill this void, I watch and read stories in modern films and books where siblings have heart-to-heart moments, brothers share a playful wresting match, or a father
recognizes his importance in his son’s life. There is something about a strong relationship that seems so appealing.
I periodically end up wrapping myself in the stories as if
trying to grasp what I might never possess in reality—at

least in the traditional sense.
On the contrary, my breaks involve relaxing in my room
and working on personal projects, never interacting. Considering that fact, it shouldn’t be surprising that I do not
look forward to times such as school breaks, Christmas or
other holidays.

“

My breaks involve relaxing in
my room and working on personal projects, never interacting... it shouldn’t be surprising
that I do not look forward to...
school breaks, Christmas or
other holidays.

”

The past two years, for example, I did not eat Thanksgiving dinner with my family. This past Thanksgiving break,
after Rose-Hulman’s fall quarter, I insisted on visiting old
friends in Kansas (where I used to live). Most other students I know were back home eating Thanksgiving dinner
with their families and extended families. I spent Thanksgiving with friends. At the time not one ounce of me felt
the need to be with my family. My friends are my family.

Point being, while students leave from school for breaks at
least feeling content, I feel sadness and develop a sense of
emptiness for leaving the closest concept to family I might
ever have.
I could think of many practical answers to my question.
One being that capitalism has thrived on the nuclear family. Traditional families consist of a bread maker and a
bread winner. The bread winner must compete for a wellpaying job to support his family. But what causes the bread
winner to fight in such an institution for the betterment of
those close to him or her? The only force I can think of is
love.
What we call love is such a powerful emotion. It can
manifest in many different forms—ranging from romantic
to unconditional. When it comes to my family situation,
I have not explicitly seen that love—at least that I can remember. (Who knows? Maybe I am just blind.) I have seen
it, however, in my close friendships. That may explain why
I hold friendship in such high regard. It’s the only love I actively receive. Thus, I try to create a sense of family through
my friends.

Have opinions?

Send them to

opinions@rose-hulman.edu
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Cup goes to Rose, again

Rose-Hulman News

Rose-Hulman Institute of
Technology shot 55% from the
field and hit 21 of 27 free throws

in the second half to capture an
83-66 men’s basketball win over
Earlham College on Thursday.
With the victory, the Fightin’
Engineers retained the John

Rose-Hulman News

Mutchner Cup for the second
consecutive year and increased
its over Mutchner Cup series
lead to 6-4. The Cup is named in
honor of Rose-Hulman’s retired
athletic director and 25-year basketball coach who was a standout
athlete at Earlham.
Sophomore
Blake
Knotts
(Louisville, Ky./Christian) and
freshman Jon Gerken (Defiance,
Ohio/Tinora) led the Rose-Hulman offense with 18 points each.
Both players recorded doubledoubles in different fashions.
Gerken had a career-high 11 rebounds, while Knotts established
a career-high with 10 assists.
Other Rose-Hulman players in
double figures included sophomore Jason Haslag (Linn, Mo./
Helias Interparrish) with 16
points on 6-9 from the field; and
freshman Austin Weatherford

Senior Jeff McCartney holds the John Mutchner Cup, now retained by
Rose for a second consecutive year.

Dominican University scored four
points in the final 15 seconds to overcome a 67% second half shooting performance by Rose-Hulman Institute of
Technology and earn a 76-73 men’s basketball win on Wednesday night.
Marquis Turley led all scorers with 31
points and a game-high four three-point
shots to lead the Stars offensive effort.
Milos Mandic scored 14 points and Kevin Blackowicz added 10.
Sophomore Spencer Harlan (Terre
Haute/South) came off the bench with a
career-high 19 points on 8-10 from the
field to lead the Rose-Hulman offense.
Sophomore Jason Haslag (Linn, Mo./
Helias Interparrish) added 14 points and
a career-high seven assists. Sophomore
Blake Knotts (Louisville, Ky./Christian)
also reached double figures with 13
points and four assists.
Dominican built a 13-point first-half
lead at 25-12, before scores by Haslag,
Harlan and junior Steve Ricks (Pittsboro/Tri-West) brought the Engineers
within 28-15. A three-pointer late in the
half by Knotts helped bring the margin
to 36-31 at the break.
In the second half, Rose-Hulman

neers at halftime.
In the second half, Rose-Hulman’s lead reached 12 points
at 47-35 on a three-pointer by
Knotts at the 15:56 mark. Two
consecutive baskets by Haslag
and a layup from Harlan made
the advantage 55-40 with 12:02
left in the contest.
Earlham closed to within nine
points at 58-49, but the Engineers relied on key free throw
shooting to maintain a 14-point
lead at 69-55. Two free throws
by Knotts, a field goal by Gerken
and a score from Weatherford
helped the lead grow to 78-58
and secure the win.
Rose-Hulman improved to 5-6
on the season, while Earlham
dropped to 3-6. The Engineers
return to action on January 3
with a conference matchup at
Manchester College.

Engineer Scoreboard

Last-minute score by
Dominican steals the game
Rose-Hulman News

(Cicero/Hamilton Heights) with
11 points on 9-10 from the free
throw line.
Senior
Jeff
McCartney
(Wooster, Ohio/Triway) pitched
in with five points and three rebounds, and sophomore Spencer
Harlan (Terre Haute/South) had
five points with five rebounds.
A.J. Sutherlin led the Earlham
attack with 26 points. Rose-Hulman shot 56% in the first half and
54% in the second half, while hitting 77 percent of its free throws
to secure its fifth win.
The teams battled through
a tight first half with no lead
larger than five points, until
Rose-Hulman scored the final
four points of the opening 20
minutes. Knotts buried two free
throws, before a Gerken jumper
in the final seconds made the
score 33-26 in favor of the Engi-
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Men’s Basketball
5-8 (1-3 HCAC)

gained the lead at 37-36
January 6
on a conventional threeDominican University		
point play by Harlan. The
vs. Rose-Hulman			
lead reached five points
on a Harlan score at the
15:25 mark, and the Engineers pushed the edge to a game-high
seven points at 58-51 on another Harlan
basket with 8:32 left.
Dominican climbed to within 68-67
at the 2:49 mark on a score by Turley. Rose-Hulman’s lead reached three
Rose-Hulman News
points again at 71-68 on a Haslag score

Women’s Basketball
1-11 (1-3 HCAC)

76
79

January 3
Rose-Hulman			
at Manchester College		

55
57

Rose holds early lead in
HCAC Commissioner’s Cup

in the paint with 1:42 remaining.
Dominican gained a 72-71 advantage
on four straight points from Mandic, before the Engineers earned the lead again
at 73-72 on two free throws by Knotts
with 38 seconds left. The Stars utilized
a steal and layup from Xavier Patterson
and two free throws from Turley to gain
a 76-73 lead in the final seconds.
Rose-Hulman had a final shot to force
overtime, but a missed three-pointer by
Knotts and rebound by Turley secured
the win for Dominican.
Rose-Hulman dropped to 5-8 overall,
while Dominican improved to 3-8. The
Engineers host Heartland Collegiate
Athletic Conference foe Bluffton University on Saturday.

Rose-Hulman Institute of Technology
holds the early lead in each of the three
2009-10 major athletic department awards
presented by the Heartland Collegiate Athletic Conference, in results through the fall
season compiled on Monday.
The Fightin’ Engineers lead the Commissioner’s Cup standings with 53.5 points
through eight sports seasons to hold a ninepoint edge on second place Hanover College. The Commissioner’s Cup is presented
to the league school with the top combined
finishes in all 19 league sports.
Rose-Hulman also holds a three-point
lead after five of nine sports in the Women’s All-Sports Trophy standings. The En-

Manchester rally tops
women’s b-ball

Rose-Hulman News

Rose-Hulman News

Freshman Austin Weatherford takes a shot in the Dominican — Rose-Hulman game.

gineers relied on a league co-championship
in soccer, a second place finish in tennis,
third place efforts in golf and cross country,
and a fourth place in volleyball to earn the
early three-point lead over Hanover.
On the men’s side, Rose-Hulman is tied
with Manchester College for the Men’s AllSports Trophy following three of 10 league
sports. The Engineers earned the outright
regular season championship in men’s soccer and recorded finishes of fourth in football and cross country for the early strong
performance.
Rose-Hulman has won the Men’s AllSports Trophy for the past two years and
captured the Commissioner’s Cup in 200708. The Engineers are in search of their
first Women’s All-Sports Trophy.

Rose-Hulman sophomore Alisa Dickerson (Elizabethtown, Ky.) buried two key
free throws with six seconds left to force
overtime, but Manchester College earned
a narrow 57-55 women’s basketball victory
on Sunday.
The Spartans claimed a 57-55 lead on
a score by Melissa Eltzroth with 2:04 left
in the first extra session. Both defenses
stepped up to force turnovers and hold the
opponent scoreless during the rest of the
overtime.
Dickerson had a potential game-winning
three-pointer in the final seconds blocked
by Kelsey DeMott as the Spartans held on
for the victory.
Freshman Erin Davey (St. Charles, Mo./
Incarnate Word) led the Rose-Hulman offense with career-highs of 18 points and six
rebounds, including finishing a perfect 4-4
from three-point range.
Junior Donna Marsh (Mobile, Ala./Baker) added 13 points and a season-high 17
rebounds for her 19th career double-double. Dickerson also reached double figures
in two categories with 11 points and 11 rebounds. Junior Nicole Klass (Evansville/

North) pitched in with six points.
Eltzroth scored a team-high 17 points for
Manchester and Brittani Bush also came
off the bench for 12 as the bench scored 39
of the 57 points for the winners.
Rose-Hulman earned a seven-point lead
at 33-26 on a layup by senior Julie Hart (La
Porte) with 14:19 remaining. Manchester
rallied to tie the score at 37-37 on two free
throws by Eltzroth at the 8:40 mark.
Rose-Hulman regained the lead at 44-42
on a three-pointer by Dickerson with 5:46
left, but the Spartans rallied to earn a 4947 edge on another Eltzroth basket a the
1:15 mark. Rose-Hulman called a timeout
on its final possession and Dickerson was
fouled on a drive to the goal, then hit two
free throws to knot the score and force five
extra minutes.
Back-to-back field goals by Davey and
Dickerson gave Rose-Hulman a 53-49 lead
with 3:45 left in overtime, but Manchester outscored the Engineers 8-2 down the
stretch to earn the win.
Manchester improved to 2-2 in HCAC
play and 2-11 overall with the victory.
Rose-Hulman stands 1-3 in league games
and 1-11 overall entering Saturday’s home
matchup with Bluffton University.

Flipside
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Real men stand under smokestacks in winter... with hammers.
Wisconsin!
Wacky prof quotes
Interesting and exciting, I promise

Carly Baehr

Firstly, there’s lots of cheese.
World Traveler
Everyone loves cheese. Cheese is
awesome. It goes great with beer,
In a move that shocked no- something that is also found in
body in particular, the Wiscon- great quantities in Wisconsin.
sin Tourism Federation (WTF) Now, California thinks its cheese
recently changed its name to The is pretty good. Don’t believe it!
Tourism Federation of Wiscon- It’s all vicious lies! Fun fact: Did
sin (TFW). Apparently, “You you know that federal subsidies
want to go to Wisconsin? WTF?” to dairy farms are determined by
wasn’t funny after the seven hun- their distance from La Crosse,
dredth time they heard it in the Wisconsin? Don’t ask me how I
office. As something approach- know that.
ing a seasoned traveler, and as
Secondly, we have really cool
a Wisconsinite, I would like to city names. Now, some people
encourage all of you to consider say that Wisconsin only has
adding Wisconsin to your list of towns and slightly less dinky
awesome places to visit someday towns, but there are literally three
when you have both free time cities with over 100,000 people!
and money. (It seems the TFW Most people have heard of Milneeds all the help it can get!)
waukee (population 600,000)
and Madison, the capital (200,000), but we
also have places called
things like Weyauwega and Oconomowoc
and Sheboygan. See?
Isn’t that cool?
Also, some of us
have quaint accents.
Man, I thought you
guys talked funny
www.witourismfederation.org when I first moved
down here to Indiana,

Nuclear Family Fallout

but I still get harassed about the
way I say the word
“bag,” with a long
a.
Baaaayyyg.
But, if you go to
the right places,
you can hear people say things like
“ya der hey” and
“a
couple-twotree.” If you go
far enough north,
you might even
hear “oot and aboot.”
You can go to Baraboo and see
the Circus World museum. Or,
you can go to Minocqua and see…
water. And trees. And stuff.
But don’t go there between the
months of November and March
unless you have some good snow
boots and a really heavy winter
coat. Seriously. Hypothermia
would ruin everyone’s day.
Every city has its own nifty attractions. Green Bay (population 102,000) has lots of cranberries and cranberry-related
industries. But you have to remember not to go outside wearing yellow and green, or people
will try to talk to you about the
Green Bay Packers and Brett Fa-

“If I don’t have that I’m going to find two guys with
no necks named Guido to
break your kneecaps.”
— Dr. Brandt, showing
that he really cares; most
profs would settle for one
guy named Ted.
“I could give you the finger!”
— Dr. Clifton, who suffers
from a severe case of
holiday withdrawal.
Carly Baehr

vre. My own hometown, Stevens
Point, is home of the largest trivia contest in the world! That’s
interesting and important, right?
It’s run by a guy called Oz from
the university radio station. It
runs 24 hours a day for an entire
weekend. There’s a documentary movie about it too! I haven’t
seen it, but the movie website
says it’s awesome.
Well, I hope that I have managed to change your minds about
helping the TFW by visiting the
great state of Wisconsin. Consider all the wonderful things it has
to offer, like cheese and waterskiing. (Unfortunately, you’ll have
to venture over to Kansas to view
the world’s largest ball of twine.)

!!! TOY RECALL !!!
This is an important public announcement: authentic Japanese Icy
Ninja Death Star That Brings Icy Ninja Death To Your Foes has been
recalled by the Happy Time Mega Super Fun Corporation.
This toy has been recalled for any of the following reasons:
Spontaneous explosions, punctured eyes, punctured nose, punctured
sense of humor, lawyers, ninjas, ninja lawyers, lead overdose, steel
overdose, drug overdose, mysterious decapitation, leaky bowel syndrome, and/or constipation.

xjtian94.wordpress.com

Do not look at, smell, or attempt to have intercourse with authentic Japanese Icy Ninja Death Star That Brings Icy Ninja Death To Your Foes.
Please return authentic Japanese Icy Ninja Death Star That Brings Icy
Ninja Death To Your Foes to the closest representative of the Flipside.

Top “10” Ten
Things I did while trapped at
Rose over winter break

Matt Melton
Poor unfortunate soul

R

Horrible rumor of the week

ose-Hulman’s Speed Lake is home to Speedy, the world’s
fastest lake serpent. Also the world’s smallest lake
serpent. Also also the world’s most frozenest lake serpent.
Please have a moment of silence for Speedy, whose growth was
stunted by all the Mountain Dew and coffee runoff from Percopo
Hall, dooming him forever to a meaningless tourist-free existence.

“Gotta take the kids to soccer, I might get shelled!”
— Dr. Taylor, on Hummers in suburbia.
“On the Sutterer scale, crude
is worse than rough,
rough is worse than reliable.”
— Dr. Sutterer, always
a reliable source of prof
quotes.
“Ah, you baby. Suck it up and
get back in the lab.”
— Dr. Morris, 0 to 30
page lab report in one
day.
“I actually have a box of coke
in my office...”
— Dr. Martland, professor and entrepreneur?
“So then you say, ‘Hey, let’s
be free and easy,’ and all
of a sudden everyone’s
dating one another.”
— Dr. Bohner, on the history of the 60’s. How this
is related to engineering,
we never found out.
“What the hell good is all this
stuff?”
— Dr. Bunch, saying
what we are all thinking.
Hell good = awesome.
“Do I need to put little serif
doobers on my ones?”
— Dr. Holden, on the
dangers of confusing ones
and absolute value signs.

Rose professors are known
for saying wacky things,
so write them down and
send them in to flipside@
rose-hulman.edu

10. Began digging tunnels to connect all on-campus buildings.
9. Took measurements to calculate the amount of time saved by using
the Subway Passage and Scum Pond Skate-way (a.k.a., walking across
the ice rather than around the water).
8. Iced the sidewalk along the road behind Deming so I could slide all
the way to the SRC (The walk back up took me three hours, though…).
7. Wrote “You just lost the game, game on” on every whiteboard on
campus.
6. Turned the fountains in Speed Lake and Scum Pond back on because
we all kind of miss them.
5. Turned Deming lobby into one massive blanket fort (complete with
water slide and tiki bar)
4. Hung out on BSB 3. After midnight. And I didn’t get kicked out. Oh
yeah, I’m awesome.
3. Took valuable copper water pipes out of Percopo and replaced with
cheap cast iron.
2. Saved the Speed ducks from the cold lake and trained them to be my
butlers.
1. Raided the ARA’s secret liquor stash.

Carly Baehr - How’s that for a PUNCHline?

This is the Flipside disclaimer, where I, your esteemed and possibly sane editor, disown this week’s issue. If some of this offends you, our bad. All unattributed content was written by James Zhou. The stuff that appears on this page does not represent the opinions of the
Rose Thorn, Rose-Hulman, the people who wrote them, or of anyone in this or any other universe. This week’s Thorn Office qoutes: “Did you say Vick’s or dicks?” “You can’t rape the willing, come on.” “As a boy, I had to defecate in my pants to get them to leave me alone.”

